
Dear Quanto-siasts, 

First of all we hope you all had a good and
healthy start into the New Year and neither
Omicron nor the crypto market crash affected you
too badly.

#UPDATES

 QuantoPay App is ready for testing!

Test and win EUR 100!

Final countdown

Binance Smart Chain
migration in progress

In our last newsletter
we  announced our
Waves to Binance Smart
Chain migration and
respective swaps for all
those of you holding
already Quantocoin
Tokens.

QuantoCoin Tokens are listed!

Despite the obvious impact, we managed to stick as much as possible to the 
timelines, but with some adjustments as follows:

We are most proud of having indeed had the best Xmas present as the Quanto-
Pay Beta Test Version of our Digital & Blockchain Bank of the Future is avail-
able on Google Play and Apple Store for testing since 25th December 2021, 
however, only upon invitation.

We believe the app is amazing! 200 lucky winners, who will be able to test and 
win EUR 100 being uploaded on their QuantoPay VISA cards (upon release), 
will be announced on the 14th February 2022. You may still participate in the 
draw till the last day. For those of you who are not the lucky winners and will 
have to wait till the public go live, you may have a sneak peek through one of 
our videos released up from the coming week too.

Just some important details to be finalized till QuantoPay will be live for EVERY-
BODY. We depend on when the so called “passporting” in the 30 EEA coun-
tries and the manufacturing of our QuantoPay Visa cards have been finalized. 
Our partners CONTIS | SOLARISBANK are working hard to achieve this goal 
before the end of Q1 2022 as anticipated.

However, in the meanwhile our back-end, front-end, blockchain and DeFi teams 
are busy around the clock with some final adjustments and most important the 
preparation of further implementations after GO LIVE.

Our management, together with CONTIS | SOLARISBANK | VISA started the 
separate KYC/AML onboarding process for the blockchain and crypto integra-
tion after the initial GO LIVE of QuantoPay.

Together with our partners from ONFIDO (KYC/AML), RHEINMETALL, ZTP 
and BIT SENTINEL (PCI DSS, Cybersecurity), MAZARS (chartered accoun-
tants, Fintech and investment advisors) and last but not least, VICO-CONSULT-
ING (digital research & marketing) we are currently paving the way for an amaz-
ing kick- off of QuantoPay in Europe.

As informed earlier our own blockchain and DeFi team partnered with the 
former CTO of CHRONO.TECH and we could finalize eventually all the swap 
preparations by mid-February 2022.

Despite the further delay of the QuantoPay GO LIVE and the very bearish crypto 
market environment we decided to stick to our promises and indeed started the 
listing of QuantoCoin Tokens.

While QTCt is freely available and tradeable for the public since January for now 
only on TIMEX.IO exchange, those of you holding QTCt from before the official 
listing will have to wait just a couple of days more, until the whole swap has 
been finalized. It’s all very easy, but it requires your support as well. See explana-
tion below, our social media releases next days and on the TimeX.io blog.
 
In the meanwhile, feel free to make use of our early listing super reduced listing 
price. While we appreciated that the vast majority of our community voted for a 
listing price of USDT 75 per QTCt 1, which shows the great confidence in our 
amazing team and disrupting product, our advisers strongly recommended, 
amid the early listing and the current bearish market environment (60% crypto 
market crash the past 80 days) to take it easy and start with a reasonable entry 
price of USDT 0.5, which would avoid a sharp immediate sell off and cashing in 
of prior contributors.


